The visiting professors programme
The Visiting professors programme is one of the flagship programmes of EHESS, contributing to its
international reputation. Its objective is threefold:
-

-

To contribute to the diversity of the School's teaching offer. Each guest leads at least four
seminars during his/her stay and takes part in the scientific life of the School and the host
laboratory
To contribute to the development of the School's international networks
To offer EHESS students a scientific dialogue with professors and researchers from all over
the world

There are two types of invitations:
- Classic one-month invitations
- Invitations over three years (one month each year), to establish ongoing collaborations with an
international colleague

Call for applications 2021-2022
The call for applications for the 2021-2022 Visiting Professors Programme is currently underway.
The deadline for submission of applications is 23 April 2021 at noon.
Applications are to be submitted online. No paper application will be accepted.
No applications will be accepted after the deadline.

Conditions of the call for applications
Each teacher-researcher at EHESS, who is a statutory member in activity during the academic year of
the invitation, may propose to host an international professor as a host and participate with another
colleague in another invitation.
Each statutory member of an EHESS laboratory may propose the hosting of an international
professor, provided that an active EHESS teacher-researcher is a co-inviter.
An EHESS teacher-researcher or a statutory member of an active EHESS laboratory, participating in
the proposal of an EIT project (Triennial International Team), will not be able to submit an application
under the visiting professors programme for the duration of their EIT project.

Eligible colleagues must have a status in their country equivalent to that of a lecturer, professor or
research director.
International professors working in one of the international institutions with which EHESS has an
exchange agreement are preferred.
Therefore, if you are an eligible international professor or lecturer and you wish to participate in this
programme, we invite you to contact an EHESS teacher-researcher who could host you as a visiting
professor. You can consult the list of EHESS teacher-researchers on the following link:
https://www.ehess.fr/fr/individu-enseignant-chercheurs?field_chaire_categories_tid=All

Hosting conditions:
In an ongoing effort to improve the conditions of hosting visiting professors, EHESS has implemented
the payment of per diem to financially compensate the visiting professor for the time dedicated to
the preparation of his or her lectures, but also to compensate for costs related to transportation,
accommodation and catering.
The visiting professor's stay is for a period of at least 28 consecutive days. Each visiting professor will
give a minimum of four lectures, at least three of which will be at EHESS. Visiting professors will give
at least half of their lectures in seminars other than that of their host.
Furthermore, the stay of the visiting colleagues must coincide with the teaching periods of the
institution, excluding in particular the periods of university holidays, in order to encourage exchanges
with students.
If you have any questions about the programme or the call for applications, please write to the
International Relations Department of EHESS at: invites@ehess.fr

> Read the programme charter for visiting professors
> Find here the invited professors of the previous years

